
Parameter Study
Principles & Practices



What is Parameter Study?
• Parameter study is the application of a single 
algorithm over  a  set of independent inputs: 
Yi = Alg (Xi) where Xi ∈ X={X1, X2,.. Xn}

• In many practical cases the Input set is the 
combination (Cartesian product or ⊗⊗⊗⊗) of base input 
sets

Example:
PS1i ∈ PS1= {PS11,PS12}; 
PS2i ∈ PS2 ={PS21,PS22,PS23}

then X = PS1 ⊗⊗⊗⊗ PS2 and

Xi ∈ X={ X1 ={PS11, PS21}, X2 ={PS12, PS21}, 
X3 ={PS11, PS22}, X4 ={PS12, PS22}, 
X5 ={PS11, PS23}, X6 ={PS12, PS23}
}



Outline
• Data Model of the PS 
• Part I Simple PS

– Generating simple PS Workflow by introducing PS Input port –
using existing inputs

• Part II Complex PS
– Making inputs for ourselves by Generator and Auto Generator
Jobs using PS Output ports

– Evaluate the results by Collector jobs using Special PS Input
ports

• Appendix1: Auto Generator (separate example)
• Appendix2: Summary of overall PS execution
• Appendix3: Classification of possible PS outputs



One or more base 
parameter Sets are 
defined. Each has 
different parameters. 
(Sets are represented 
by remote file 
directories, the 
parameters are 
representedby files)
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Part I :Simple PS

Start from a tested Workflow
• Activity 1: Change Input Ports to PS Input Port
• Activity2: Define placement of results



Part I: Example to start from: an  simple WF

It calculates (and 
checks the accuracy 
the calculation of) x
of the matrix 
equation A*x=B, 
where the job 
Separator separates 
the value of A from 
B recognizing a 
separator # 
character in the 
common input file.

A B

A-1 A-1*B=x A*x A*x - B



Input Port of the original workflow Changing the input 
of the workflow we 
want to define a 
container for a set 
of existing input 
files upon the 
workflow should be 
independently 
executed.



Creating a PS Input Port



Simple PS introducing the concept of PS Input Port

PS Input port 
distinguished by 
dark green

PS Input Port 
defines a 
container of input 
files in order to 
elaborate them 
separately by 
different turns of 
the workflow 
submissions.

The container is 
represented by 
remote file 
directories.

If there are more 
PS Input Ports the 
combination of all 
possibilities 
(Descartes 
product ) will be 
calculated. 



PS Input Port of Simple PS

Remote file 
Directory
instead of 

FILE 
reference

Do not use the prefix 
lfn:

if the directory is
EGEE Grid file 
catalogue



Simple PS Activity 2: placement of result

Menu item
PS Properties
can be called 
within the 
Workflow
menu



Simple PS Activity 2: placement of result If the Grid is LCG or 
gLite (EGEE) like, then 
the properties of the Grid 
File Catalog must be 

defined

The Output directory
will contain  the set of 
individual compressed 
files.
Each compressed file  
contains the outputs of 
an element Workflow 
have been elaborated 
over an  item of the  
PS Input Set  

Do not use the prefix 
lfn:

if the directory is
EGEE Grid file 
catalogue

Need not to 
be filled! The 
system uses a 
default value

Storage 
Element: 

Placement of 
result



Workflow Manager List (base view)

Only the different label on 
the button reveals that this 
is not a common but a PS 

Workflow



Workflow Manager List PS Details view showing eWF-s
A special 
“middle level” 
list renders 
the details of 
a single PS
Workflow

Statistics shows 
the progress of 
the elaboration of 
the whole PS

The eWorkflow 
buffer list shows 
the state of the 
Workflows being 
processed. 
Note: the size of 
the eWorkflow 
buffer restricts the 
number of the 
eWorkflows which 
may run parallel!



Details view of the eWF Ax_EQU_B_voce_PS.6

Job level details 
of an eWorkflow

See, that the button Attach is 
missing as there is not to much 
importance to access the WE 
until the eWorkflow list is 

exhausted



A Collector is a 
special job which 
may read more than 
one files connected 
to the same input 
port during a single 
run

A Collector is a 
special job which 
may read more than 
one files connected 
to the same input 
port during a single 
run

Part II: Data Model of advanced PS
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The Autogenerator 
is a special job:
•May have no input
•Runs on the Portal

A Generator is a 
special job which 
may produce more 
than one output files 
connected to the 
same port during a 
single run

A Collector is a 
special job which 
may read more than 
one files connected 
to the same input 
port during a single 
run



Creating a Generator (or Collector job)

A Generator (or a Collector) job can 
be created if there is any PS property 
of the Workflow. A single PS input 
port indicates a PS property

We want to 
create the 
input files of 
the PS by the 
workflow, 
therefore we 
need a 
Generator

Click on th 
job icon

Double click on 
Job icon



Creating an Auto Generator job from a common Generator 
job

There are two subtypes 
of Generators:
1.“Normal” with user 
defined executable
2. “Automatic” a special 
macro processor 
running on the Portal 
Server 

Double click on a 
Generator Job icon



PS with Generator A generator job will be submitted 
before any PS jobs, and 
generates a set of parameter 
files gathered in a single remote 
file directory defined by a PS 
Output Port

Generator jobs can be user 
defined (then it is the 
responsibility of the user defined 
executable of the Generator job 
to produce the parameter files in 
required way  and number ) or 
may be “auto generated”.
(See detailed on the next slides)

PS Output Port must be 
connected to one or more PS 
Input Port(s)



Main Definition Window of Auto Generator Job
Auto Generator is 
special macro 
processor.
Keys define sets, 
whose elements will 
be substituted in the 
Input file text.
The possible 
combinations are 
written in separate 
files and determine 
the Parameter Set.

Note: a key occuring 
more than one times 
in the Input file text
will be replaced by 
the same key set 
value in that element 
of the Parameter Set 

Hitting on a 
key opens the 
key definition 

window

•The input 
file text is 
the generic 
base of input 
files to be 

generated.
•The Input 
file text is 
entered 
manually
• or  loaded 
from a 
defined input 
file. 

The list of Keys will 
be displayed by the 
clicking on the 
button Parse



A sub window for key definition of the Auto Generator Job

There are four 
different ways 
to define the 
set of a 
distinguished 
key in our 
example of 
Reals Of B

The values 
of the key 
set must 
have a 
common 
type, and 
they may 
be 
formatted 

Button 
Generate
interprets the 
key set 
generation 
and enables 
a preview of 
the result in 
the list
Generated 
Items



(Auto) Generator Attribute Editor for SE definition

Attribute 
Editor defines 
the properties 
of remote files 
created by the 
Generator:

1. Storage 
Element must 
be defined if 
an LCG like 
(EGEE ) file 
access has 
been defined 
in the PS 
Output Port 
belonging to 
the Generator



(Auto) Generator Attribute Editor for Grid File Catalog

Attribute 
Editor defines 
the properties 
of remote files 
created by the 
Generator:

2. File Catalog 
Access may 
be defined if 
an LCG or 
gLite like 
(EGEE ) file 
access has 
been defined 
in the PS 
Output Port 
belonging to 
the Generator



(Auto) Generator  PS Output Port Definition
Remote file 
Directory 
instead of 
File
reference

Do not use the prefix 
lfn:

if the directory is
EGEE Grid file 
catalogue

Internal File 
Name has no 
importance in 

case of the 

Autogenerator



Workflow manager Details Window with terminated Auto 
Generator

List of 
generators

Buffer of 
the 
element 
workflows 
being  
observed 
and 
elaborated



PS with Auto Generator and Collector

New job type Collector

Runs after that all 
element workflows 
have terminated.

It has a special PS 
Input port
represented by a 
local directory.

This local directory 
gets a copy of a 
remote  file has 
been generated 
during each run of 
the preceding 
element 
workflows.

It is the responsibility 
of user defined 
executable to read 
and elaborate the 
files of the local 
directory    

Collector PS 
Input Port is 
indicated by 

light green color



Remote  Output Port connectable to a Collector

File associated to a 
Collector PS Input port 
must be Remote.

Its actual name will be 
extended by the name 

of the element 
Workflow

You must use here  the 
prefix lfn:

if the directory is
EGEE Grid file 
catalogue



Collector PS Input Port

The inherited File Prefix
name indicates that the 

names of the remote files to 
be generated will be 

extended by the unique 
generated names of the  the 
corresponding element 

workflows 

Internal File Name is the 
prefix of copied local input 
files to be elaborated by the 

collector 



A Collector Job

Job 
Executable
is user 
defined.
It must be 
able to read 
and 
elaborate all 
the files (with 
the  prefix 
name 
defined in 
the Collector 
PS Input 
Port)  



Workflow Management Window showing Generator and Collector

Collector 
phase is 

inactive until 
each 

eWorkflow has 
terminated



Workflow Management Window showing terminated Generator and Collector

The Output(s) of 
the collector(s) 
can be 
downloaded.

Special case is if 
the WF results –or 
a fraction of them 
– may not be 
stored remotely.  A 
log message 
(missing here) 
indicates the case 
and the user can 
download them 
together with the 
result of the 
Collector



Appendix 1
Auto Generator Summary

Let be the template (represented by the Input file text )
“aXbYcX”

and let be the substitution sets (represented by Keys) 
X={2,3}; Y={6,7} 

where a,b,c are final strings.

Then supposing that the InternalFileName is “output” in the PS Output 
Port of the Generator then the generated grid files would look like: 

File Name Content

output.1.1 a2b6c2

output.1.2 a2b7c2

output.2.1 a3b6c3

output.2.1 a3b7c3



Implementation of 
the example Auto 

Generator



Appendix2
Summary of overall PS execution

First phase 
executed in 
Generator 
time

Last phase 
executed in 
Collector time

Second 
phase 

executed in 
eWorkflow 
submission 
time until the 
eWorkflow list 
is exhausted



Appendix3 
Classification of possible PS outputs

1. Remote files with generated eWorkflow name 
extension – each for a remote output file of an 
eWorkflow (This sort of output is used as 
Collector input)

2. From the Portal downloadable compressed file 
of the eventual Collector results and  remaining 
eventual eWorkflow results (See 3.) reluctant to 
be stored remotely. 

3. Compressed remote files – each for the local 
output files of an eWorkflow (See menu item PS 
Properties of the Workflow Editor)


